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stated in a few words.    The bank,    then the principal element of	'
their political strength, had, almost immediately after the close of	f
the preceding conflict, given unequivocal indications of a determina-	I
tion to renew the struggle for the perpetuation of its powers and	^
privileges, a determination which had received the sanction of its	^
stockholders and the approval of the leaders of the party on the	|"
support of which it counted with entire confidence}.   As soon as the	||
necessary preparations had been made it entered upon  and had	!;
been for four months engaged, at enormous sacrifices, in the pro-	]t
duction and organization of the new materials of war which, for	U
the first time,  were to  be employed to secure success and  only	^
awaited the meeting of Congress to "fire the train," and just when	lf
its engineers were, as they flattered themselves, on the point of se-	p
curing the fruition of their hopes and its political supporters their	»v
harvest, all was placed in jeopardy by this ill-omened breach between
two Senators who had been from the beginning its strongest and.	!<
ablest generals.   To give to this inopportune dissension its worst
aspect it had disclosed itself on so vital a point as the construction	|.
of the standing1 committees of the Senate which body was the in
tended head-quarters of the bank forces and Mr. Webster had been	f '•>
followed in his adverse vote by a sufficient number of the Eastern
Senators to put Mr. Clay in a minority.    All will agree that such                         - '
a rupture on the side of the bank could not have happened without                            *
the greatest reasons.    What were they?    Mr. Grundy's embryo in
trigue with Mr. Webster could not have produced it on the part of                         . i,
Mr. Clay because altho' the latter might have found grounds of
suspicion already produced by other causes, strengthened by tho
ominous conjunction between those Senators and by his knowledge                         '  ' f
of Mr. Grundy's passion for what ° he regarded as allowable strategy	«
in partisan warfare, he was not informed of its existence, as far as                         «. fc* •
I know or believe, until fifteen years afterwards.    Mr. Webster's                            '
resentment may have been kindled by his gleanings at Philadelphia
in regard to the stringency of Mr. Clay's requirements, but that                           *    '
could have had no other or further effect; for, if Mr. .C's suspicions in
respect to the views with which Mr. Webster reached Washington
were well founded, the disposition of the latter to separate from him.
sprang from far reaching motives of a very different character.                                   ,J
The suspicion by which Mr. Clay was led to meet Mr. Webster at	,*«f
Washington as an enemy, and which was confirmed by his acci-	' •
dental conversation with rne years afterwards, was that Mr. W. left       •	''" >
the seat of Government in the spring of 1833, after his peace-making	*   ;
with Senator Poindexter, with two settled purposes—first, to sup-	^ - s
plant him in the affection and confidence of their own party and,	" i*
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